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Today I'll say a few words about tipping. Do you want to encode in Java without creating an oracle account? That's not all ! You can do it. Tricks is to use Eclipse download links. Here's a link to the latest jdk: you can get a list of free Java jdk here. And you don't need a vagina in anything :). Remember that to use Java, you have to : 1) Download jdk 2) Unzip File 3) Set
JAVA_HOME in env instantly to share codes, notes and snippets. Download Java from Oracle without logging in you can't do this action at the moment. You've signed up with another tab or window. Reboot to update the session. You subscribe to another tab or window. Reboot to update the session. We use additional third-party analytical cookies to understand how you use
GitHub.com so we can create the best products. Learn more. We use additional third-party analytical cookies to understand how you use GitHub.com so we can create the best products. You can always update your choices by clicking on Cookie Preferences at the bottom of the page. For more information, see us that we use important cookies to perform the main functions of a
website, such as logging in. Find out more Always Active We use analytical cookies to understand how you use our websites so we can make them better, for example, they are used to gather information about the pages you visit and how many clicks you need to accomplish the task. Find out more, I'm working on OpenJDK in Oracle, and there are a few inaccuracies in your
account. First, not only was OpenJDK not unscreated, OpenJDK is the name of Oracle's only JDK project. It's not the only product, but it's the only project. Secondly, while we are happy to collaborate with other contributors such as Red Hat and Google, and appreciate their contributions, Oracle is not only very much in the driver's seat, but also 90% of the work on OpenJDK is
done at Oracle. Almost 100% of the new major features are headed by Oracle.Third, I don't know about the add-ons, but the transition we recently made was open source to all the previously patented features in Oracle's JDK. For the first time since Java's inception, JDK Is 100% open source. I agree that messaging can be better (we're working on it). Changing licensing, from
semi-free/open, semi-zaind/paid JDK to 100% open source license combined with optional paid support, has really confused some people. That it came at the same time as changing the way we call our releases only added to the confusion. In any case, the recommended path in using the current JDK, for which you will receive timeless free support (by which I mean patches and
updates) from Oracle, or from other sources. Java 9 was the last major release ever, and if you follow this recommended default path, you'll never have another major update update We believe this is the easiest and cheapest way to upgrade Java has ever had. Companies that for some reason can't follow a cheap, easy path and prefer big but planned upgrades can stick to the
paid LTS service, and that's how Oracle finances OpenJDK.In past, when most of JDK was shut down, Sun and then Oracle funded JDK by licensing Java for mobile/embedded devices (since there were field restrictions) and that annoying search toolbar, and pretty expensive sales. All of this disappeared when we changed our funding model. Everything is open source, with no
usage restrictions and no search toolbar. Everything is funded through support, and prices have been drastically reduced to be competitive with other companies that offer support to OpenJDK. 08-09-2019, 01:53 PM #16 RS Guru Registered: February 2007 Distribution: Slackware64-current with True Multilib. Posts: 5,955 Rep: 2 members found this post helpful. 08-09-2019, 02:42
PM #17 LK Guru Registered: August 2004 Location: Pisa, Italy Distribution: Slackware Messages: 5623 Rep: this is jre (Java Runtime Environment) and not jdk (Java Kit Development, which includes jre). 1 member found this post helpful. 08-09-2019, 02:52 PM #18 NH Guru Registered: November 2003 Location: Canada Distribution: Distribution Bunker Messages: 9825 Rep:
Quote: Originally Published ponce is jre (Java Runtime Environment) and not jdk (Java Development Kit, which includes jre). This is often all you need though. Most java programs are distributed by banks. 1 member found this post helpful. 08-10-2019, 06:56 AM #20 Member Registered: December 2010 Location: Warsaw, Poland Distribution: Slackware Messages: 536 Rep:
Quote: Originally published by PROBLEMCHYLD It's cool. Learn something every day. Thanks, I forgot about bugmenot, it's even better: 2 members found this post useful. 08-11-2019, 11:30 AM #21 Member Registered: May 2005 Location: Boom - Hometown Tomorrowland, Belgium Distribution: Slackware, Xubuntu Messages: 339 Rep: Quote: Originally Published linuxtinker
Thanks for this link, but I'm looking for a source not a package. In fact, you don't get the source code of Oracle JDK, but the deacons instead. 'jdk' SlackBuild will extract these diatula from the downloaded archive, and create a Slackware package from them. By the way, SlackBuild will successfully build a package Slackware of bedraes, which you can download after registration (I
completed the process). 1 member found this post helpful. 08-11-2019, 09:45 PM #22 Member Registered: December 2013 Location: NJ/USA Distribution: Slackware 64 -Current Posts: 229 Original Poster Rep: Thanks for all your answers. I was trying to find out I can still continue to use slackrepo to automate the creation of JDK slackbuild. I think I think. just have to do it
manually from now on. 08-11-2019, 09:48 PM #23 Member Registered: December 2013 Location: NJ/USA Distribution: Slackware 64 -Current Posts: 229 Original Poster Rep: Quote: Originally published ponce Yes, it seems that Oracle people, besides taking their license, now require also registration on their website. Unfortunately, we can't do much because providing alternative
download links won't follow their licensing rules. But I agree that it gets very annoying. His real pain in ! I don't care about setting up an account it just screws scripts that automate the process. I got around by automatically accepting a license, but don't think there's a way around the login. Thanks again 08-14-2019, 08:58 PM #24 LA Guru Registered: November 2003 Location:
West Jordan, UT, USA Distribution: Slackware Messages: 7390 Rep: Quote: Originally Published linuxtinker Thank you for all your answers. I was trying to figure out how I could still continue to use slackrepo to automate the creation of JDK slackbuild. Guess I just have to do it manually from now on. You can always download the file manually and put it in the right place for
slackrepo. You can essentially pin the version to 8u221 until you have time to download another one using hintfile. This will prevent it from causing any slackrepo breaks in the future (but could lead you vulnerable to jdk bugs unless you hold up with the new versions). /var/lib/slackrepo/SBo/source/development/jdk/x86_64/1 members found this post helpful. 08-15-2019, 09:49 PM
#25 Member Registered: December 2013 Location: NJ/USA Distribution: Slackware 64 -Current Posts: 229 Original Poster Rep: Quote: Originally published bassmadrigal You can always download the file manually and place it in the right place for slackrepo. You can essentially pin the version to 8u221 until you have time to download another one using hintfile. This will prevent it
from causing any slackrepo breaks in the future (but could lead you vulnerable to jdk bugs unless you hold up with the new versions). /var/lib/slackrepo/SBo/source/development/jdk/x86_64/ Thanks for the advice, I end up changing slackrepo so I can use the hintes to change dependencies. So now I remove jdk and add either openjdk or JDK12 . Thanks hey everyone, so I tried to
download JDK 7 from oracle site and they all redirect to the page to log in. I tried a whole bunch of JDK 6 too, the same result. I also tried incognito, the same result. Any tips on getting old JDKs? Edit: Thanks for all the answers. I don't know how I missed it. For some context, I was a Java dev for the same company for 6 and looking back, I think I never directly downloaded JDKs.
just started a new job and a fresh computer, so tried to download and was baffled to enter the page. Hang out and downvote me to oblivion for my bone ostrich moment :( :(
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